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23 Abstract

24 Background

25 Researchers often overlook potential adverse effects of educational and public health 

26 interventions (increases in adverse outcomes, or decreases in beneficial outcomes, 

27 attributed to the intervention). To help us identify potential adverse effects of an 

28 educational intervention intended to improve critical thinking about health choices, we 

29 developed a framework. We also did a preliminary prioritisation of outcomes in the 

30 framework for randomised trials of the intervention, and associated process evaluations.

31

32 Methods

33 Based on relevant evidence and theory, we developed an initial framework. For feedback on 

34 the initial framework, we sent a survey to 70 external experts. We conducted a thematic 

35 analysis of the qualitative survey data. After revising the framework based on the survey 

36 findings, we interviewed teachers in the context where we are evaluating the intervention, 

37 to help identify any effects still missing from the framework, and preliminarily prioritise 

38 potential outcomes for the evaluation.

39

40 Results

41 We received responses from 38 of the 70 external experts (54%), including researchers and 

42 others with a variety of expertise within health, education, and design. Overall, the 
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43 responses were positive. However, they also included critical feedback that led to 

44 substantial revisions of the framework’s content and presentation. The revised framework 

45 has six categories of potential adverse effects: decision-making harms, psychological harms, 

46 equity harms, group and social harms, waste, and other harms. We interviewed three 

47 teachers, who did not suggest any missing outcomes. Based on the interview findings, we 

48 prioritised three outcomes for the evaluation of the intervention: work-related stress; 

49 wasted time or resources; and conflict, in particular between students and family. 

50

51 Discussion

52 As far as we are aware, the framework presented in this article is the first tool of its kind in 

53 education research. The framework is a “living” tool, which can be improved upon, as well 

54 as adapted. We have used it to inform the development of interview and observation 

55 guides, and we are using it to inform the development of outcome measures. Important 

56 limitations of the framework include limits to its comprehensiveness, and the use of 

57 terminology with different meanings or interpretations depending on the context. Our 

58 approach to identifying and evaluating potential adverse effects of an educational 

59 intervention can have value to other researchers.

60
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61 Conclusion

62 Rigorous evaluations of potential adverse effects of educational and public health 

63 interventions can be time and resource-intensive. However, that cost might be small 

64 compared to the cost of implementing harmful interventions. 

65

66 Background

67 Adverse effects in education and public health

68 Educational and public health interventions warrant rigorous development and evaluation, 

69 especially prior to large-scale implementation—not only because the intervention might be 

70 ineffective and wasteful, but because it might cause adverse effects (increases in adverse 

71 outcomes or decreases in beneficial outcomes). However, researchers often overlook 

72 potential adverse effects of educational and public health interventions [1–4]. When they 

73 evaluate intended effects, this might reveal a lack of effect or paradoxical effect, but not 

74 other adverse effects (“side effects”) [1–4]. 

75

76 To help evaluate potential adverse effects of public health interventions, Lorenc and Oliver 

77 have developed a framework with categories and examples [3]. Building on said framework, 

78 Bonell et al. have proposed strategies for theorising how such effects might happen and 

79 creating “Dark logic” models [4]. While Zhao provides examples of adverse effects of 
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80 educational interventions [1,2], there does not appear to be a tool for education like the 

81 framework developed by Lorenc and Oliver for public health. 

82

83 Informed Health Choices project

84 As part of the Informed Health Choices (IHC) project (www.informedhealthchoices.org), we 

85 have developed and are evaluating an intervention to help secondary school students learn 

86 how to think critically about health information and choices. We are building on findings 

87 and experiences from developing and evaluating a corresponding intervention targeted at 

88 primary school children [5–7].  In .

89
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90 Box 1, we describe the aim, development and evaluation of the IHC secondary school 

91 intervention in more detail.

92
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93 Box 1. Aim, development, and evaluation of the IHC secondary school intervention.

The IHC secondary school intervention is primarily aimed at improving students’ ability to 

apply a prioritised set of concepts [8]. The concepts come from the “Key Concepts for 

Informed Health Choices” framework [9], also known as the IHC Key Concepts framework. 

The ability to apply the IHC Key Concepts is part of “health literacy”, more specifically 

“critical health literacy” [10]. We developed the intervention in Kenya, Rwanda, and 

Uganda [11]. To inform the development, we first studied the contexts for teaching 

critical thinking about health using digital resources in those countries [12–14]. The final 

intervention has two components: training teachers and providing them with digital 

resources. After the training, teachers are intended to deliver 10 lessons to students. The 

lessons are introduced in the training and outlined in the resources. Each lesson focuses 

on one or more of the prioritised concepts. The intervention is both an educational and 

public health intervention in that we intend for it to improve educational outcomes, but 

also—in the long term, as part of a potential series of interventions—public health 

outcomes. We are evaluating the intervention in respective randomised trials in Kenya, 

Rwanda, and Uganda [15–17], and process evaluations associated with the trials.

94

95 In the trial of the IHC primary school intervention, participants did not report any adverse 

96 outcomes, although we asked the teachers to record and report any they experienced or 

97 observed [5,18]. In the process evaluation associated with that trial, we did not observe any 

98 adverse outcomes, but some teachers reported an increase in stress due to the added 

99 workload, as well as teaching something new [6]. Furthermore, a majority of teachers and 
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100 parents expressed concern that the intervention might cause conflict between themselves 

101 and the children, by causing children to challenge authority. There were reports of children 

102 challenging authority, but not of conflicts. 

103

104 Like with the primary school intervention, we have employed an iterative, human-centred 

105 design approach to develop the secondary school intervention, involving cycles of 

106 prototyping, user-testing, and piloting. This approach is helpful for finding and addressing 

107 problems during the development stage that could potentially lead to adverse effects [7,11]. 

108 Moreover, findings about potential adverse effects from the development and evaluation of 

109 the primary school intervention have informed the development of the secondary school 

110 intervention. 

111

112 Given 1) the findings from the evaluation of the primary school intervention, 2) our 

113 approach to developing the secondary school intervention, and 3) use of what we have 

114 learned from the development and evaluation of the primary school intervention, we do not 

115 anticipate adverse effects of the secondary school intervention. 

116

117 However, there were limitations to the evaluation of potential adverse effects of the 

118 primary school intervention. For example, we did not consult external experts about 

119 outcomes to measure or explore. 

120
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121 Despite our approach and using what we have learned, the secondary school intervention 

122 might have adverse effects that we have failed to identify or address, for example because 

123 of differences between schools that have participated in its development versus other 

124 schools. The bottom line: adverse effects are always possible.

125

126 This study

127 To help prevent and evaluate potential adverse effects of any intervention, it is key to first 

128 identify potential adverse effects that are logical and likely to be important to participants 

129 or other stakeholders. Therefore, we developed a framework of potential adverse effects of 

130 the IHC secondary school intervention. We preliminarily prioritised outcomes in the 

131 framework to measure and explore in the trials and process evaluations. Fig 1 is an overview 

132 of the development and evaluation of the intervention, including this study.  

133

134 Fig 1. Development and evaluation of IHC secondary school intervention. 

135

136 Objectives

137 Primary: To identify potential adverse effects of the IHC secondary school intervention, by 

138 developing a framework of such effects

139 Secondary: To prioritise potential adverse outcomes included in the framework, for the 

140 evaluation of the intervention

141
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142 Methods

143 Development of initial framework and criteria

144 We first developed an initial framework of potential adverse effects of the IHC secondary 

145 school intervention, including descriptions of their potential mechanisms and corresponding 

146 beneficial effects, as well as criteria for a sensible framework (S1 File). 

147

148 We described the potential mechanisms to help identify potential adverse effects, as 

149 suggested by Bonell et al. [4], but also to help identify corresponding beneficial effects, and 

150 inform the development of the intervention towards preventing the potential adverse 

151 effects and achieving the corresponding beneficial effects. We based the first version of the 

152 framework on relevant evidence and theory, in particular: the framework of potential 

153 adverse effects of public health interventions developed by Lorenc and Oliver [3], and the 

154 process evaluation associated with the trial of the IHC primary school intervention [6].

155

156 We developed the criteria for a sensible framework to inform our judgements about what 

157 to include in the framework and how, for example whether to specify a potential effect or 

158 include it implicitly. Such judgements are subjective and involve trade-offs. The criteria help 

159 make those judgements explicit, transparent, and systematic. We based the initial criteria 

160 for a sensible framework on relevant criteria for sensible health indexes developed by 

161 Feinstein [19], since in previous work, we and others have found them to be a helpful 

162 starting point for developing various tools [20,21].
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163

164 Survey of experts, and revision of the criteria and framework

165 We developed a survey (S2 File) for collecting expert feedback on the first version of the 

166 framework and criteria for a sensible framework, using Nettskjema, an online survey tool 

167 developed and hosted by the University of Oslo [22]. The survey included both Likert-scale 

168 items, for collecting broad, quantitative data, and open-ended questions, for collecting 

169 more nuanced, qualitative data. 

170

171 MO emailed a request for feedback to 70 external experts, as well as the research team. He 

172 attached the initial framework and criteria (S1 File) and included a link to the survey (S2 

173 File). The external experts included health and education researchers; other non-researcher 

174 educationalists, including teachers and curriculum developers; and information researchers 

175 and designers, based in low-, middle-, and high-income countries. They included all 51 

176 members of our international advisory network, and 19 other external experts with 

177 particularly relevant expertise. The latter were recommended by members of the research 

178 team or advisory network, or early respondents to the survey. 

179

180 MO conducted a thematic analysis of the qualitative survey data [23]. The analysis included 

181 five steps:

182 1. Reviewing all the qualitative data and tagging each data point with an initial theme, 

183 in a spreadsheet

184 2. Reviewing and revising the tags and themes
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185 3. Organising the data by theme, in a document

186 4. For each theme, suggesting what changes to make to the criteria or framework, if 

187 any 

188 5. Revising the analysis based on feedback from co-investigators

189

190 MO then made the agreed-upon revisions to the criteria and framework. 

191

192 Interviews with teachers, and prioritisation of outcomes

193 We conducted individual interviews with teachers to identify any potential adverse effects 

194 missing from the revised framework and preliminarily prioritise potential adverse outcomes 

195 in the framework to explore in the process evaluations and measure in the one-year-follow-

196 up assessments of the trials (Box 1) (Fig 1). We recruited one teacher each from Rwanda, 

197 Kenya, and Uganda.

198

199 We included teachers familiar with the project through participation in the IHC teacher 

200 network in their country [24] and piloting prototypes of the digital resources [11]. We 

201 excluded teachers unfamiliar with the project since they were unlikely to have experience 

202 teaching critical thinking based on findings from the context analyses (Box 1) [12–14], 

203 consistent with findings from similar studies in Norway and Australia [25–27]. 

204

205 We developed an interview guide that we revised after each interview. S3 File is the final 

206 version of the guide. We expected the interview topic—potential adverse effects 
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207 (“disadvantages”) of teaching critical thinking—would be unfamiliar or strange to teachers, 

208 given that adverse effects of educational interventions are often overlooked [1]. Moreover, 

209 we expected that they might find the topic uncomfortable, since they might experience it as 

210 being asked to criticise themselves, their colleagues, or education authorities. Therefore, we 

211 first asked about potential beneficial effects (“advantages”) of teaching critical thinking. 

212 Furthermore, we opted for individual interviews, rather than group interviews, since 

213 individual interviews are logically more appropriate for exploring knowledge that is taken 

214 for granted and not readily articulated [28].

215

216 MO led the interviews via video chat, using Zoom. In two of the three interviews, at least 

217 one of the IHC team members in the relevant country joined in-person (RS in Uganda) or via 

218 video chat (FC and BN in Kenya), to observe and take additional notes. We video-recorded 

219 all the interviews.

220

221 MO entered all notes into a spreadsheet, adding transcriptions of the participants’ 

222 responses to questions about potential adverse effects of teaching critical thinking. We 

223 linked those responses (data points) to relevant outcomes in the framework. If the teacher 

224 reported experiencing or observing a specific adverse outcome during a pilot of the 

225 prototype resources or—explicitly or implicitly—suggested a specific adverse effect of the 

226 intervention was possible, we preliminarily prioritised the outcome for evaluation.

227
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228 Ethical considerations

229 Participation in this study was voluntary and did not involve likely or serious risks to 

230 participants. 

231

232 Before publishing the article, we sent the manuscript to the survey respondents who 

233 provided feedback on the initial framework. We asked them to contact us if they had any 

234 concerns. We have not published data that could be used to individually identify them, and 

235 we have removed the names of colleagues mentioned in their responses. We did not obtain 

236 consent from the survey respondents because the data were analysed anonymously. We 

237 obtained written consent from the interview participants for the entire development stage 

238 of the project, including being recorded.

239

240 The Norwegian Institute of health (NIPH) is the project’s lead partner. As required by NIPH—

241 to comply with the European General Data Protection Regulation—we have completed a 

242 data privacy impact assessment (DPIA) for the entire development stage of the project, 

243 including this study. The Data Protection and Chief Information Security Officers at the 

244 Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH) provided feedback on the DPIA, and the 

245 relevant senior advisor at NIPH approved it. Furthermore, as required by RCN, we have 

246 created a data management plan for the entire project, which we are updating continuously 

247 and will submit to RCN at the end of the project.  Since the project will not generate new 

248 knowledge about health and disease, it falls outside the remit of the Regional Committee for 
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249 Medical Research Ethics [29], in Norway, which the committee has confirmed (reference 

250 number 30713). 

251

252 In Kenya, we obtained ethics approval from Masinde Muliro University of Science and 

253 Technology Institutional Ethics Review Committee and the Kenya National Commission of 

254 Science and Technology Institute (licence number NACOSTI/P/19/1986), as well as approval 

255 from the Ministry of Education and the Teachers Service Commission, nationally and at the 

256 county-level. In Rwanda, we obtained ethics approval from the Rwandan National Ethics 

257 Committee. In Uganda, we obtained ethics approval from the School of Medicine research 

258 ethics committee at the Makerere University College of Health Sciences, and from the 

259 Uganda National Council for Science and Technology.

260

261 Results

262 The results of this study include the following, in order: findings from the survey of experts; 

263 the revised criteria for a sensible framework; the revised framework, including an overview 

264 (a series of six tables) and descriptions of the potential mechanisms; findings from the 

265 interviews with teachers; and the prioritised outcomes.

266

267 Survey of experts, and revision of the criteria and framework

268 We received 42 survey responses from experts in:
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269  Developing and evaluating educational interventions, in general and specifically 

270 within critical thinking

271  Developing and evaluating health interventions, including public health interventions

272  Teaching critical thinking, in general and specifically about health

273

274 Four of the survey respondents (10%) were members of our team. In other words, just over 

275 half of the external recipients responded to the survey (38/70, 54%). All but one of those 

276 respondents were members of our advisory network. A few of the experts we contacted 

277 chose to send qualitative feedback via email, in addition to the survey (3) or instead (4). The 

278 four who provided feedback via email instead of the survey were external and not members 

279 of the advisory network. Five of the survey respondents also provided feedback in copies of 

280 the circulated document (S1 File). 

281

282 Most of the survey respondents were researchers (33 of 42, 79%). Many of those 

283 respondents were also practitioners, i.e., educators or health professionals. Six were non-

284 researcher educationalists, including teachers and curriculum developers. In total, twenty-

285 four (57%) of the respondents worked primarily in health—including public health, health 

286 literacy, and evidence-based health care—and 15 (36%) in education. The remaining three 

287 respondents were primarily information researchers and designers.

288

289 Thirty-one (74%) of the survey respondents were based in high-income countries, 7 (17%) in 

290 middle-income countries, and 4 (10%) in low-income countries. Twenty-four (57%) were 
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291 based in Europe, 8 (19%) in Africa, 5 (12%) in North America, 2 (5%) in Australia, 2 (5%) in 

292 Central- or South-America, and 1 (2%) in Asia. 

293

294 Responses to the Likert-scale items suggested respondents overall approved of the initial 

295 framework and criteria (S4 File). However, based on the analysis of the qualitative survey 

296 data, we substantially revised both. S5 File is the qualitative data organised by theme, 

297 together with our responses, including the specific revisions we made. Broadly speaking, 

298 those changes included:

299  Adjusting the objectives 

300  Adjusting, removing, and adding criteria for a sensible framework

301  Dividing the overview of the framework into a series of tables

302  Adjusting outcome categories

303  Adjusting or removing outcomes

304  Adjusting the potential mechanisms

305  Replacing problematic terms and adding definitions

306

307 Revised criteria for a sensible framework

308

309

310 Box 2 shows the revised criteria for a sensible framework. 

311
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312 Box 2. Revised criteria for a sensible framework of potential adverse effects of the IHC 

313 secondary school intervention.

 Each category of potential adverse effects is clear and logical.

 Each potential adverse effect is clear, logical, and likely to be important to 

participants or other stakeholders.

 Each corresponding beneficial effect is clear and logical.

 The amount of content in the framework is manageable.  

 The organisation of the framework is clear and logical.

 The presentation of the framework is clear and logical.

314

315 Revised framework

316 The revised framework has two parts. The first part is an overview: a series of six tables 

317 presenting the categories of adverse outcomes with definitions (

318
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319 Table 1), outcomes within those categories (
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320 Table 2), definitions of those outcomes (.

321
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322 Table 3), sub-outcomes (

323 Table 4), potentially affected individuals, groups, and populations (

324 Table 5), and corresponding beneficial outcomes (Table 6). The second part of the 

325 framework is descriptions of the potential mechanisms for the effects, with examples, which 

326 follow the overview. 

327

328
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329 Table 1. Categories of adverse outcomes.

Category Definition

Decision-making 

harms

Behaviours and beliefs that might contribute to poor choices

Psychological harms Uncomfortable thoughts and feelings

Equity harms Inequities in the distribution or size of effects

Group and social 

harms

Harmful interactions between individuals, groups, populations, 

and systems

Waste Waste of time and resources

Other harms Other adverse outcomes than those in the categories above

330
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331 Table 2. Adverse outcomes by category.

332

333 1Distrust might also be a decision-making harm, or group or social harm.

334 2Pessimism might also be a decision-making harm.

335

Category Adverse outcome

MisunderstandingDecision-making harms

Misapplication of learning

Distrust1

Pessimism2

Cognitive dissonance

Psychological harms

Work/Schoolwork-related stress

Benefit-based inequityEquity harms

Harm-based inequity

Group and social harms Conflict

Waste Wasted time or resources

Any category Other harms than those above
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336 Table 3. Definitions of adverse outcomes.

Adverse outcome Definition

Misunderstanding Incorrect understanding of a concept or example explained in 

the intervention

Misapplication of 

learning

Incorrect or unnecessary application of a skill or knowledge 

learned from the intervention

Distrust Feeling that a person or organisation cannot be relied upon

Pessimism Inclination to believe that the application of skills or 

knowledge learned from the intervention is impossible or 

useless

Cognitive dissonance Experience of inconsistent beliefs

Work/Schoolwork-

related stress

Mental or emotional strain from work or schoolwork

Benefit-based inequity Inequity due to the distribution or size of a beneficial effect of 

the intervention

Harm-based inequity Inequity due to the distribution or size of an adverse effect of 

the intervention

Conflict Unconstructive argument between two or more parties

Wasted time or 

resources

Use of time or resources on the intervention that would be 

better spent on other activity

Other harms Other adverse outcomes than those specified above

337
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338 Table 4. Sub-outcomes.

Adverse outcome Sub-outcomes

Distrust towards • Health professional

• Health researcher

• Family

• Teacher

• Other

Conflict involving • Participant1

• School

• Family

• Social networks2

• Health services3

• Researcher

• Other

Benefit-based inequity between • High and low-achieving students

• High and low-resourced students

• High and low-resourced schools

• Other

339 1Student or teacher

340 2Friends, peers, colleagues, religious leaders, and others

341 3Health professionals and others

342
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343 Table 5. Affected individuals, groups, and populations, by adverse outcome.

Adverse outcome Directly affected Indirectly affected

Misunderstanding Participant1 Family, social networks2, and 

health services3

Misapplication of 

learning

Participant1 Family, social networks 2, and 

health services3

Distrust Participant1 Family, social networks 2, and 

health services3

Pessimism Participant1 Family, social networks 2, and 

health services3

Cognitive dissonance Participant1 Family and social networks 2

Work/Schoolwork-

related stress

Participant1 Family and social networks 2

Benefit-based inequity Participants1 or schools Families and social networks 2

Harm-based inequity Participants1 or schools Families and social networks 2

Conflict Participant1/school and 

second party

Family, social networks 2, health 

services3, and researchers

Wasted time or 

resources

Participants1 or schools Families and social networks 2

Other Any Any

344 1Student or teacher

345 2Friends, peers, colleagues, religious leaders, and others
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346 3Health professionals and others

347

348 Table 6. Corresponding beneficial outcomes.

Adverse outcome Corresponding beneficial outcome1

Misunderstanding Understanding

Misapplication of learning Correct and necessary application of learning

Distrust Healthy scepticism

Pessimism Optimism

Cognitive dissonance Cognitive coherence

Work/Schoolwork-related stress None

Benefit-based inequity Benefit-based equity 

Harm-based inequity None

Conflict Constructive discussion

Wasted time or resources Worthwhile use of time and resources

349 1The corresponding beneficial effect (and increase in the corresponding beneficial outcome) 

350 is not necessarily the converse of the adverse effect, but a potential beneficial effect in 

351 place of the potential adverse effect.

352
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353 Misunderstanding

354 The IHC secondary school intervention might cause misunderstandings of concepts or 

355 examples, which participants might then “transfer” [30] to their daily lives. Such effects are 

356 possible if the concepts or examples are unclear to participants due to a problem with how 

357 they are explained or used in the intervention (Box 3). In particular, examples of health 

358 claims might be misunderstood as advice if it is unclear how the IHC secondary school 

359 intervention is different from typical public health interventions, which encourage particular 

360 choices, such as getting screened for a disease [31], as opposed to helping people learn 

361 general decision-making skills.

362

363 Box 3. Examples of potential misunderstandings caused by the intervention.

Misunderstanding a concept

In terms of the IHC Key concepts about the reliability of claims and research evidence, a 

participant might misunderstand “unreliable” as meaning the same as “false” or 

“incorrect”. This is possible if the meaning of “unreliable” is unclear due to a problem 

with its explanation or use in the training or resources. In their daily life, when faced with 

an unreliable claim about the effects of a health intervention, the participant might then 

assume the claim is simply false and the intervention does not have the claimed effects. In 

fact, the intervention might have the claimed effects, despite the claim being unreliable. 

Moreover, there might be an alternate, reliable basis for the claim. For example, when 

faced with a claim about the helpful effects of a vaccine based on anecdotal evidence, the 
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participant might assume the claim is false and the vaccine is wasteful, if not harmful. 

However, the vaccine might still be helpful, and there might be reliable evidence showing 

it is helpful. 

Misunderstanding an example

It is possible that participants will interpret examples of reliable claims as advice. This is 

possible if the explanation or use of an example is unclear. For example, a participant 

might interpret an example about evidence showing helpful effects of painkillers as advice 

that they should always use painkillers when in pain. 

364

365 Misapplication of learning

366 The intervention might improve skills in the learning context (i.e. the training or lessons), 

367 but cause misapplication of those skills in other contexts, most importantly participants’ 

368 daily lives. Such “mis-transfer” of learning—as opposed to transfer of mislearning (see 

369 “Misunderstanding”)—is possible if limitations of the intervention are not addressed clearly, 

370 in the intervention. Those limitations include that the IHC secondary school intervention 

371 focuses on a limited number of IHC Key Concepts (.

372
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373 Box 1), and that it does not focus on other relevant and important skill sets, such as the 

374 ability to search for relevant and reliable information. 

375

376 For example, in the learning context, a participant might understand the concept that 

377 randomisation is the only way to control for unknown confounding. However, the 

378 intervention does not focus concepts about blinding. If this limitation of the intervention is 

379 unclear, when in daily life the participant is faced with evidence from a randomised, but 

380 unblind trial, with a high risk of bias, they might then assume the evidence is more reliable 

381 than it really is. 

382

383 Misapplication of learning here includes “overtransfer” [30]: technically correct, but 

384 unnecessary application of learning. For example, a participant might spend time and 

385 energy assessing the basis for a health claim that could simply be ignored because the 

386 intervention in the claim is unavailable.

387

388 Distrust

389 The IHC secondary school intervention might cause participants to become distrustful of 

390 certain groups or individuals. Such effects are possible if the difference between the basis 

391 for a claim and its source is unclear to participants, as well as why the basis, not the source, 

392 determines the reliability of the claim. 

393
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394 For example, the intervention might cause distrust towards health professionals or 

395 researchers. This is because when explaining ways in which research can be unreliable, such 

396 as random error, we disproportionately use examples of unreliable research evaluating the 

397 effects of “Western”, “modern”, or “academic” medicine, as opposed to “traditional” or 

398 “herbal” medicine. This research typically suggests the intervention is helpful, when really it 

399 is or might be ineffective or harmful. 

400

401 There are two reasons for this disproportion. First, participants might be deeply invested in 

402 beliefs about traditional and herbal care. If so, they might become defensive if we us an 

403 example suggesting such beliefs are unreliable, and their defensiveness might prevent 

404 learning. Moreover, they might assume the intervention is on the side of “Western” 

405 medicine and the pharmaceutical industry of which they might already be distrustful for 

406 understandable reasons, starting with colonialism [32]. 

407

408 Second, to effectively explain concepts, our findings and experiences from the development 

409 of the IHC primary and secondary school interventions suggest it is important to use real, 

410 familiar, and relevant examples, showing that the concepts are important to participants’ 

411 daily lives. However, there often is no research evaluating the effects of traditional and 

412 herbal interventions that are common in the participants’ contexts. 

413

414 Increased distrust might lead to poor decisions, by causing participants to dismiss reliable 

415 and relevant advice or evidence, making it a potential decision-making harm as well as a 
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416 potential psychological harm. Moreover, it might lead to conflict, making it a potential 

417 group or social harm.

418

419 In some cases, distrust might be a decision-making benefit. However, any source might 

420 provide reliable or unreliable information about the effects of a health intervention. 

421 Furthermore, aiming to increase trust or distrust in particular sources might backfire. For 

422 example, aiming to increase trust in health authorities or decrease trust in practitioners of 

423 “traditional” medicine could make the IHC secondary school intervention seem like 

424 propaganda for “Western” medicine. 

425

426 Therefore, the IHC secondary school intervention is not intended to increase or decrease 

427 trust in information about particular types of interventions, nor information from particular 

428 sources. Rather, it is intended to increase “healthy” scepticism towards all claims and 

429 research evidence. If the intervention is effective, students should be more likely to seek 

430 advice from health authorities, assuming those authorities provide reliable information. And 

431 they should be less likely to seek information from sources that more often provide 

432 unreliable information.

433

434 Pessimism

435 The IHC secondary school intervention might cause participants to feel pessimistic. Such 

436 effects are possible if it is unclear to participants how the intervention can help them make 
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437 better choices in many cases, even though there are relevant and important problems that 

438 the intervention cannot solve. Those problems include:

439  Many common health interventions are harmful or wasteful, or have highly 

440 uncertain effects [33,34].

441  Many health claims are unreliable [35].

442  Many people are limited in their ability to think critically about health information 

443 and choices, including health professionals [36–40].

444  Many health research studies are unreliable or wasteful [41,42].

445  Citizens have limited influence over decisions about health policies that affect them 

446 [43]. 

447  Free sources of reliable health information in plain language are limited in number 

448 and quality [44].

449  In school, outside of the intervention, participants have limited opportunities to 

450 learn about how to think critically about health [12–14].

451

452 We address some of these problems explicitly in the intervention, and participants might 

453 recognise others. They might believe that because of these problems, applying the skills 

454 they have learned from the intervention is impossible or useless. This might be more likely 

455 in students than teachers, given that students have less experience making independent 

456 choices.

457
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458 Increased pessimism might lead to poor decisions, by causing participants to mistakenly 

459 assume an informed choice is impossible or useless, making it a potential decision-making 

460 harm as well. 

461

462 Cognitive dissonance

463 The IHC secondary school intervention might lead to uncomfortable cognitive dissonance. 

464 This effect is possible if the intervention causes participants to have new beliefs that are 

465 inconsistent with prior, deep-rooted beliefs, such as beliefs about the effects of “traditional” 

466 medicine (see “Distrust”). In other words, the intervention might help participants apply a 

467 concept to some beliefs about the effects of health interventions, but not others, depending 

468 on the participant’s level of emotional, social, or cultural investment in the belief. 

469 Recognising this inconsistency might be uncomfortable. 

470

471 Work/Schoolwork-related stress

472 The IHC secondary school intervention might cause work-related stress in participating 

473 teachers, and schoolwork-related stress in participating students. Such effects are possible if 

474 the intervention is ineffective, inefficient, or inessential, or experienced as such, or if it is too 

475 demanding. In the process evaluation for the trial of the IHC primary school intervention, 

476 some teachers reported an increase in stress due to the added workload, and teaching 

477 something new [6]. 

478
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479 It might be time-consuming for participants to familiarise themselves with the content of 

480 the intervention—including terminology, concepts, and teaching and learning strategies—

481 and the design and functionality of the digital resources. Meanwhile, there is substantial 

482 pressure on students, teachers, and schools to prepare as much as possible for official 

483 exams, which do not test the ability to apply IHC Key Concepts [12–14]. 

484

485 Moreover, the intervention is intended to increase students’ questioning of claims, 

486 evidence, and choices. If students more often question claims or evidence from teachers, 

487 this might lead to teachers feeling stressed. 

488

489 Inequity

490 The IHC secondary school intervention might cause or increase inequity. Such effects are 

491 possible if there is an unequal size or distribution of a beneficial or harmful effect across 

492 subgroups. In particular, the intervention might increase inequity amongst students 

493 depending on their baseline academic ability, or their socioeconomic background and 

494 resources. For example, some language might be suitable for some students, but too 

495 advanced for others, or some students might receive academic support at home that others 

496 do not.  

497

498 Similarly, the intervention might increase inequity amongst schools depending on available 

499 resources. For example, the intervention might have a larger beneficial effect on learning in 

500 participants at highly resourced schools with projectors or printers available. Or it might 
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501 cause more work-related stress in teachers at low-resource schools who have relatively little 

502 training or support.

503

504 Conflict

505 The IHC secondary school intervention might cause conflicts between different individuals 

506 and groups. Such effects are possible if the intervention causes participants to question 

507 other people’s claims, beliefs, or choices, and those people become irritated or defensive. 

508

509 In particular, the intervention might cause conflict between students and authorities, such 

510 as teachers or parents. For example, a parent might be deeply invested in beliefs about the 

511 effects of “traditional” care (see “Distrust”). If the child questions any of those beliefs—

512 especially in a way that is experienced as disrespectful—this might lead to conflict. 

513

514 Wasted time or resources

515 With any intervention, there is an opportunity cost. The IHC secondary school intervention 

516 might cause participants and schools to waste time and resources. Such effects are possible 

517 if the intervention is ineffective or inessential, or experienced as such.

518

519 As mentioned under “Work/Schoolwork-related stress”, there is substantial pressure on 

520 students, teachers, and schools to prepare as much as possible for official exams [12–14]. 

521 This is especially important in terms of waste as well, since any time spent on an ineffective 

522 or inessential intervention could have been spent on said preparation for exams.
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523

524 Other potential adverse outcomes

525 The IHC secondary school intervention might have adverse effects that are not specified in 

526 the framework. This includes effects that we have considered and chosen not to specify, 

527 because they seem illogical, such as an increase in bullying (S5 File), as well as any effects 

528 that we have failed to consider.

529

530 Interviews with teachers, and prioritisation

531 We interviewed one teacher in each of the three countries where we are initially evaluating 

532 the IHC secondary school intervention (

533

534 Table 7). We organised the interview data in five main themes (S6 File). Within the theme 

535 about potential adverse effects (“Disadvantages”), which was the focus of the analysis, we 

536 organised the data into 11 sub-themes. Each sub-theme is a potential adverse outcome, or a 

537 factor in the potential mechanism of an adverse effect (S6 File). 

538

539 Table 7. Interview participants.

Teacher 1 Teacher 2 Teacher 3

Country Uganda Kenya Rwanda

Years of teaching 

experience

10 4 10
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Subjects Biology, chemistry Biology, agriculture Physics

Forms (grades or 

years)

1-4 (entire lower 

secondary)

1-4 (entire lower 

secondary)

4-6 (entire upper 

secondary)

School location Urban Semi-urban Urban

School type Private Public Semi-public 

(“government-aided”)

540

541 If a teacher reported observing the outcome in the pilot, or suggested the effect is possible 

542 in the trial, we marked the outcome as a priority for evaluation, preliminarily. In the end, 

543 this led us to prioritising three outcomes: work-related stress; wasted time or resources; 

544 and conflict, particularly conflict between students and family. None of the teachers 

545 reported or suggested any potential adverse outcomes or effects that we had not already 

546 included in the framework.

547

548 Teacher 1 reported two “worries” or “challenges” for teaching critical thinking, which we 

549 linked to the outcomes “Wasted time or resources” and “Work-related stress”. Teacher 2 

550 reported experiencing stress and wasted time in the pilot, and suggested conflict was 

551 another potential adverse effect was possible, although he had not experienced or observed 

552 it. Teacher 3 initially said there were no potential adverse effects of teaching critical 

553 thinking: “When you think critically, you can go far, but when you don't think critically, I 

554 think you can go nowhere. So, [there is] no disadvantage." When we asked him about the 
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555 potential adverse effects suggested by Teachers 1 and 2, he suggested those effects were 

556 not possible, or—if possible—acceptable or easily addressed.

557

558 Conflict

559 Teacher 1 did not raise conflict as an adverse outcome potentially caused by the 

560 intervention. Although he had not observed or experienced it in the pilot, Teacher 2 

561 suggested the intervention could cause it, specifically between students and family.

562

563 "These parents may be illiterate. They never went to school. And then the students maybe, 

564 they are... There is something that they do out of their personal experience in their family. 

565 And then you realise that if we now tell the students about health actions and health 

566 choices, and then now they stop doing what they used to do in their family, this maybe 

567 sometimes might start bringing wrangles between the parent and the family, and the 

568 students, because of maybe now, they are educated and they know what is to be done."

569

570 Teacher 3 said an increase in “debate” was possible, but not conflict.

571

572 "I think [conflict] is not [...] a disadvantage. It's again considered a debate. It's a debate, 

573 and... and a debate can end up with some decisions. I think... Among those decisions, it's not 

574 developing hatred or any... any kind of that. So, for me, it's not a disadvantage. It's a debate. 

575 In a debate, you can up... end up with the... the solutions. You take the good one, but not the 

576 bad one. But it's not disadvantage for me." 
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577

578 Wasted time or resources

579

580 Teacher 1 expressed concern that students might be unable to transfer critical thinking skills 

581 to other contexts, specifically from lessons to daily life, and from health care to other fields. 

582 If transfer of learning from the intervention is limited, the value of the intervention is 

583 limited. Therefore, we linked this finding to “Wasted time or resources”.

584

585 “In fact, I have a question in mind: can this be taught? Can it be taught, teaching someone 

586 how to think critically? Yes, you put up so many scenarios [in the lessons] where one would 

587 think critically, and maybe the solution is there, but there are different situations [in daily 

588 life].”

589

590 “[Because] we are saying critical thinking may not only be about health [...] Critical thinking 

591 is going to help someone solve a problem in general. […] But again, you find that this will 

592 again involve someone's ability to what? Understand these are things that are variable.”

593

594 Her second “worry” was that critical thinking might be down-prioritised as long as it is not 

595 on an official exam. We linked this finding to “Wasted time or resources” too, since the 

596 intervention might be ineffective or inessential, in which case time spent on the 

597 intervention might be better spent preparing for such exams. 

598
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599 “You find that the respect it is given, it is not the same respect that is given to something 

600 that is to be examinated [sic] at the end of the day. And this starts from the administration. 

601 [Because] you find that in Uganda today, the curriculum—whether or old or new—that we 

602 are having... You find that we have a challenge that people are exam-oriented. Anything that 

603 is not to do with them having academic excellency would be wasting time. You realise that 

604 some schools don't even do their sports, the what, and what, because they think that it 

605 would waste time, since at the end of the day, we don't have an exam on sports, we don't 

606 have an exam on [Music, Dance and Drama], we don't have... You know?”

607

608 Teacher 2 reported experiencing work-related stress during the pilot due to students 

609 questioning claims and becoming distracted, as well as the teacher feeling unprepared for 

610 questions from students about “traditional claims” and “taboos”.

611

612 “Yeah, [the students] became so inquisitive, and they also [started] 'doing their own 

613 research' […] So this maybe take [sic] time, and again sometimes they also divert the 

614 attention of the others. Instead of them... all of them concentrating [on the same thing], 

615 they have divided attention, because somebody maybe brought something that was so 

616 interesting, out of his own critical thinking.”

617

618 “So, they brought in traditional culture and some traditions, and even taboos, as claims. So, 

619 if they ask for you... ask you to clarify the claim, maybe sometimes you don't even know... 

620 You are... You are hearing about it for the first time. So, it became challenging for us. 
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621 Because some of the... the... the taboos that were said by so many old people, long, long 

622 time ago, [the students] bring them today as claims about health actions, and it was 

623 challenging for us even to answer such questions or respond to such questions.”

624

625 When asked for an example, he said students had asked whether visiting a witchdoctor was 

626 a “health action”, which is the term used as a plain-language alternative to “health 

627 intervention” in the digital resources, defined as “something that someone does to care for 

628 their health or the health of others.” The teacher said he did not want to say that visiting a 

629 witchdoctor is a “health action”—even though it is by the definition in the resources—

630 because he feared students would interpret it as him saying that visiting a witchdoctor is 

631 good for your health.

632

633 "There was a question like... We can talk about visiting a witchdoctor; is it a health claim or 

634 an [sic] health action? So, we were in between there. 'Can we talk about... Is it a health 

635 action or a health claim?’ […] We were stuck, whether to... Because visiting witchdoctors for 

636 us [teachers], it is wrong. And we did not... We cannot... We cannot say that that is an [sic] 

637 health action. […] We just said it was a claim  […] [The students were] not satisfied, but we 

638 had to move on."

639

640 Teacher 3 agreed that the pilot lessons were “time-consuming”, but worthwhile, assuming 

641 they are effective.

642
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643 "Teaching these... these lessons or critical thinking, it's time-consuming. But when you spend 

644 time to teach, think critically, and then you come up with the good result, whatever the time 

645 it will take, I think it's good, even if it's time-consuming."

646

647 Work-related stress

648 In addition to “Waste of time or resources”, we linked the first concern expressed by 

649 Teacher 1—that students might be unable to transfer critical thinking skills to other 

650 contexts—to “Work-related stress”, since it might be stressful for teachers to balance the 

651 importance of teaching students to think critically with pressure to spend as much time as 

652 possible preparing for official exams. Similarly, we also linked the experience described by 

653 Teacher 2—students questioning claims and becoming distracted, and him feeling 

654 unprepared for questions from students about “traditional claims” and “taboos”—to “Work-

655 related stress”.

656

657 Teacher 3 agreed that work-related stress was a possible effect of teaching critical thinking, 

658 because teaching critical thinking is “time-consuming” (see interview findings regarding 

659 “Wasted time or resources”) and because it might cause students to ask difficult questions 

660 to which teachers do not have the answer. However, he said teaching critical thinking was 

661 worth the time, and that a teacher could search for answers to students’ questions, possibly 

662 together with students, or consult an expert. 

663
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664 "Yeah, it's possible. It's possible. But when the... When the student, or a learner, ask... the… 

665 the question, or brings a claim that you don't know... So, it's better to do a research [sic], or 

666 even consult the expert. […] Or we can do the research together, can come up with a 

667 solution."

668

669 Discussion

670 Strengths

671 As far as we are aware, the framework presented in this article is the first tool of its kind in 

672 education research. It is informed by a substantial amount of quantitative and qualitative 

673 feedback from researchers and other experts, and interviews with teachers who have rare 

674 experience teaching critical thinking in their contexts, as well as evidence and theory from 

675 previous studies, and other tools. Moreover, it is the result of interdisciplinary collaboration, 

676 which is important when trying to help people learn how to think critically [45–47]. By 

677 developing the framework, we identified potential adverse effects that are logical and likely 

678 to be important, if they occur. Our preliminary prioritisation of outcomes is consistent with 

679 findings from the process evaluation for the trial of the IHC primary school intervention [6].

680

681 The framework highlights that there might be other adverse effects of the IHC secondary 

682 school intervention and other interventions intended to improve critical thinking, which we 

683 either considered and chose not to specify in the framework or failed to consider (see 
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684 “Other potential adverse outcomes”). Moreover, the framework is a “living” tool, which can 

685 be improved upon, as well as adapted. 

686

687 The framework is primarily a tool for researchers. However, it can be used as the basis for 

688 developing tools for other groups, for example evaluation forms for teachers. This would be 

689 similar to how the IHC Key Concepts framework has been used as the basis for developing 

690 the IHC primary and secondary school interventions [7,11,48,49]. 

691

692 Limitations

693 Important limitations of the framework include limits to its comprehensiveness, and the use 

694 of terminology with different meanings or interpretations depending on the context. A 

695 limitation of this study is the limited number of interviews. Also, the generic value of the 

696 framework is uncertain, granted developing a generic framework was not our objective. 

697

698 In the evaluation of the IHC secondary school intervention, we will address the limitations of 

699 the framework and this study by using complementary mixed methods (S7 File), being 

700 transparent, and showing appropriate caution in the interpretation of results. As mentioned 

701 in the background section, the prioritisation of outcomes is preliminary, and we will 

702 consider re-prioritisation during the process evaluations.

703
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704 Comprehensiveness

705 Adverse effects can be complex, and we have made trade-offs between making the 

706 framework manageable versus comprehensive. We have not presented relationships 

707 between potential mechanisms in the overview (Tables 1-6) or a model, such as the 

708 potential for distrust to lead to conflict (see “Distrust”). Further, we have limited the 

709 number of specified outcomes (
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710 Table 2) and sub-outcomes (Table 4). On the other hand, in the evaluation of the IHC 

711 secondary school intervention, we do not have enough time or resources for in-depth 

712 evaluation of every outcome that is specified, which is why we are prioritising outcomes, 

713 initially based on the interviews with teachers in this study. 

714

715 Terminology

716 Some of the terminology we have used will have different meanings or interpretations in 

717 other contexts. For example, “distrust”, “pessimism”, and “cognitive dissonance” are not 

718 necessarily defined, understood, or experienced as uncomfortable—they might even be 

719 beneficial, in some cases. Similarly—as mentioned by one of the survey respondents (S5 

720 File)—misunderstandings and misapplication of learning, if effectively addressed, might 

721 ultimately aid learning, without causing harm.  

722

723 Interview participants

724 It is possible that additional interviews with teachers or other stakeholders would have 

725 changed our interpretation of the data from the three interviews we did conduct, or 

726 provided additional findings. It is also possible that the three teachers who participated in 

727 this study felt invested in the project from their previous participation, and therefore were 

728 unrepresentatively positive towards teaching critical thinking and specifically our 

729 intervention. Moreover, it is possible that data were misinterpreted due to language 

730 barriers. 

731
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732 Generic value

733 We specifically developed the framework to inform the development and evaluation of the 

734 IHC secondary school intervention. Based in part on the survey feedback, we believe the 

735 framework can be helpfully used to develop and evaluate other interventions intended to 

736 improve critical thinking, particularly about health, but also within other fields. A majority of 

737 the IHC Key Concepts are relevant to at least 13 other fields, besides health care [46].

738

739 However, the evidence that informed the framework is mostly from IHC studies [5,6,12–14], 

740 and limited to East-African contexts. Unfortunately, there was limited evidence about 

741 adverse effects of other educational interventions to test against the framework [1,2]. 

742 Therefore, we cannot be certain about the generic value of the framework until it is used in 

743 other projects. However, the general approach to evaluating potential adverse effects of an 

744 educational intervention can have value to other researchers regardless. 

745

746 Conclusion

747 In this study, we have identified potential adverse effects of the IHC secondary school 

748 intervention, by developing a framework, and we have preliminarily prioritised outcomes in 

749 the framework for the evaluation of the intervention. Overall, survey responses from 

750 researchers and others with a variety of relevant expertise were positive to an initial version 

751 of the framework. However, responses also included critical feedback that led to substantial 

752 revision. Teachers interviewed about potential adverse effects of teaching critical thinking 
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753 did not report or suggest any potential adverse outcomes or effects that were missing from 

754 the framework. Based on the interview findings, we prioritised three outcomes for the 

755 evaluation of the IHC secondary school intervention: work-related stress; wasted time or 

756 resources; and conflict, especially between students and family.

757

758 In S7 File, we describe how we have used and plan to use the framework in the 

759 development and evaluation of the IHC secondary school intervention, exemplifying how it 

760 can be used in other projects. In short, we have used it to inform the development of 

761 interview and observation guides being used in the process evaluations, and we are using it 

762 to inform the development of outcome measures for the 1-year-follow-up assessments of 

763 the trials.

764

765 Rigorous evaluations of potential adverse effects of educational and public health 

766 interventions, as well as efforts to prevent those effects, can be time and resource-

767 intensive. However, these evaluations might come at a small cost compared to the cost of 

768 implementing harmful interventions. We hope the framework developed in this study will 

769 make more efficient the prevention and evaluation of potential adverse effects of other 

770 educational interventions.

771

772
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